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Prosecutor drops 20 Kent cases
REVENNA (API - John Hay ward,
chief prosecutor of Kent State disorder
cases, said yesterday the state will drop
the remaining 20 cases for lack of
evidence.
Kis statement came shortly after the
state's case against Mary Helen
Nicholas, a Kent State coed, ended in
acquittal. She was the fifth accused
person to go to trial as a result of
disorders on the Kent Slate Campus May
1-4,1970
Wayward said that about 10 days ago
the special prosecutors for Ohio received
a full transcript of the grand jury
proceedings

Upon review of that transcript and
considering the outcome of trials so far.
Hayward said. "It is the conclusion of
the office of the attorney general of Ohio
that the following cases be dismissed for
lack of evidence."
James Primm Jr., who had prosecuted
Ms Nicholas, said after Uayward's
announcement he knew she was being
tried on the testimony she gave the grand
jury
JUDGE EDWIN W. Jones of Common
Pleas Court ruled earlier in the day thai
testimony she gave the special grand
jury in October 1970. could be offered in

evidence at her trial.
Ms Nicholas. 21, was charged with
interferring with a fireman on May 2
when an ROTC building was burned on
the campus
Her attorney tried lo
prevent the stale from using Ms
Nicholas' grand jurv testimony against
her.
Defense attorney James Hogle Jr
filed a motion Monday seeking to block
introduction of the grand jury testimony
as evidence The motion also questioned
whether Ms Nicholas was advised
properly of her rights to refuse to tell the
grand jury anthing that would tend lo
incriminate her

Twenty-two pages of Ms Nicholas'
grand jury testimony were brought to
court Monday by Ms Ann Jaqua. court
reporter for the special state grand jury
which inviestigaled the Kent disorders.
Hogle also sought to block Ms Jaqua's
testimony on grounds that the state had
failed to show that a crime was
committed, but Judge Jones overruled
that motion
QUESTIONED IN court as to whether
she had been informed of her rights prior
to testifying before the grand jury. Ms
Nicholas said. "I don't remember."
The Kent State sophomore said she had

been asked whether she was aware of her
rights and that when she said "yes" the
grand jury questioning proceeded.
Among the witnesses testifying as the
trial opened Monday was Kent volunteer
fireman Colin Biechler. who told of
hooking up a hose to get water to fight
the fire that destroyed an ROTC building
on the Kent campus May 2.1970
Biechler testified that demonstrators
cut the hose and a crowd of about 50
persons dragged it awav

Biechler said he could not identify Ms.
Nicholas as one of those in the crowd.
Primm said in his opening statement
that Ms Nicholas was one of several
persons who grabbed a hose away from
firemen as they were preparing to pour
water on the ROTC fire.
Hogle said in his opening statement
that his client was there, but was "at the
back of the crowd" and had no part "in
interfering with any firemen."

Judge rules
in BG trials
By Harold Browa
Asit. Managing Editor

mmjBmtyijm not—

Nature's pearls

Rainfall during the past two days preiented unoiual
picture-taking opportunities for any photograph*!
willing to brave the wet weather. A tree between

Moteley and University Halls provides the totting for
this clote-up shot of raindrops suspended from
berries.

Appeals Board backs students
By Linda McMahan
The University Appeals Board ruled
Monday to sustain the Nov. 25 decision of
the Student Arbitration Board
concerning two students dismissed from
a chemistry class Oct 22
The Student Arbitration Board decided
in the case involving Roger Harshfield
and Jim Goodwin, juniors in the College

of Arts and Sciences, and Dr. Arlo
Boggs. professor of chemistry that "the
students were justified in their
complaints based on the incomplete
evidence which was presented "
The efforts of the sludents to gain
re-entrance were reasonable and the
actions of Dr Boggs unfair." the student
board said
IN ADDITION lo sustaining the

previous decision, the University
Appeals Board recommended that
"Goodwin and Harshfield be granted
WP grade for Chemistry 306 for the fall
quarter. 1971. and that they receive full
refund of fees for that course."
The ruling staled the students should
be allowed to arrange for "satisfactory
completion of the learning which they
undertook in this course " This would be

Discrimination indicated

Group releases report
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
Women faculty members may have a
legitimate basis for claiming
discrimination based on sex. according
to a preliminary report released
yesterday by the Ad Hoc Committee on
the Status of Women.
The report revealed that women
faculty members' salaries are
consistently lower than that of their
male counterparts at every level.
It also stated that women are
disproportionately concentrated at the
lower academic levels and that women
compose less than one-fifth of the faculty
body.
DATA WAS compiled using 691 fulltime teaching faculty members. Parttime faculty and library and
administrative personnel with or without
faculty rank were not included
According to the report, only one
faculty member in 20 in the College of
Business Administration is a woman.
Fewer than one in seven in the College of
Arts and Sciences are women, with only
one in eight in the School of Music, the
report said.
However, nearly two out of every five
faculty members in the College of
Education are women. Three
departments-all in the College of
Education-account for more than half of
all women faculty members, according
to the report.

"Having women evenly distributed
throughout departments in a university
is different from having women
concentrated in only a few
departments." the report said.
"Of 37 departments at Bowling Green.
26. or 70 per cent, have two or fewer
women on the faculty: half of those have
no women at ill," it said.
THE REPORT showed fewer than one
in 10 professors are female, while more
than one in three instructors are female.
One-fourth of the men in the College of
Arts and Sciences are full professors,
while one-twelfth of the women hold the
title, it said
However, it the non-tenured level.
See related
•sory.pmges
women are three times more likely than
men to hold the position of instructor, the
report said.
In the area of degrees earned, the
report said the majority of men have
doctorates, while women hold masters
degrees Almost 63 per cent of the
women hold masters degrees, and 67.1
per cent of the men have doctorates.
The report stated that "women are
almost as likely as men to be among the
recently hired. It is at the higher ranks
that sex difference in length of service
appear."

AT THE level of full professor, 38.3 per
cent of the men had been employed for 16
years or more, while 50 per cent of the
women had been employed for the same
length of time.
The report said that whether or not the
patterns shown reflect conscious policies
to hire males rather than females is
unclear.
It said whether or not women are
required to work longer before
promotions cannot be proven Irom the
data collected.
However, committee members
recommended that "more intensive
scrutiny of hiring policies and the
processes of career advancement is
warranted."
Concluding the section on sex. rank
and years of employment, the report
said, "Data suggest that it can no
longer be assumed that hiring practices
and policies pertinent to career
advancement operate objecUvely and
without prejudice to either sex.
"Rather, the data suggest closer
examination of sources of sex bias."
THE SECTION on salaries claims that
although the picture differs within each
college, in general the average salaries
at each rank are lower for women than
for men.
The difference in the average salary
between men and women is: full
professor, $576, associate professor,
$554: assistant professor. J948, and
instructor,1722.

through cooperation with the department
of chemistry and Ihe dean of the College
of Arls and Sciences
In the decision sent lo Ihe president,
the provosl, Ihe college dean, chairman
of the chemistry department, and the
principles in the case, the board
reaffirmed the University policy which
places the responsibility of maintaining
an orderly classroom with the instructor.
However, the board asserted thai this
right is not unlimited and students also
have rights.
The board discussed the fact that when
a faculty member has a legitimate
complaint against a student he can easily
file it with the academic dean, who will
take an appropriate action.
"WHEN STUDENTS file a complaint
against a faculty member. however, the
appropriate channels for dealing with the'
complaint are often less clear." stated
the decision
It further expressed the board feeling
that the present case should have been
settled between faculty members and
students or within the department.
"It is unreasonable that students be
required to go to such extreme lengths as
to reach ths University Appeals Board lo
seek redress in a matter of this kind." it
said.
Dr. Marvin Kumler. chairman of the
board, said the case could have been
resolved before it reached an advanced
stage, and that several persons were to
blame for the delay.
In response to the board statement.
Harshfield said. "I feel it was a fair
decision, even though I'm not sure
exactly what we're supposed to do next."
He said they were satisfied they had
the chance to present their case before
the board

Bechtel at the request of Asst. Wood
County Prosecutor John Cheetwood.

WARRANTS AGAINST the 21 were
Fourteen people arrested last May in
connection with the disruption of the dated May 26 and resulted from an
ROTC Review entered pleas of guilty to investigation of the incident by Campus
those charges yesterday in Bowling Safety and the Bowling Green Police
Green Municipal Court before Judge Department.
Bowling Green Police Lt. William Fox
Allan Bechtel.
Three others charged with the same said at that time the warrants were
offense entered pleas of no contest and issued on the basis of pictures taken by
were found guilty by Judge Bechtel. police during the demonstration and
while similar charges against another from eyewitness reports.
person were dismissed.
Yesterday's court action marked the
The 18 were among 21 persons arrested end of a six-month long chain of court
for violation of section 3761.11 of the Ohio proceedings that saw a motion to have
Revised Code, which prohibits the the law under which the defendants were
disruption by any means of a public charged declared unconstitutional and an
gathering.
affidavit of prejudice filed by the
James F. Morris Jr., sophomore defendants against Bowling Green
(A&S) and Robert Lindsay, a former Municipal Court Judge H. Richard
student now in the armed services, had Dunipace
previously entered pleas of guilty and
That motion was withdrawn from
were fined (25 and costs.
Charges Wood County Common Pleas Court two
against Patricia C Brown, senior I Ed. I. weeks ago.
were dropped in June.
IN A STATEMENT released by
DROPPING THEIR requests for jury University President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
trials and changing their pleas from not following the court proceedings he
guilty to guilty were: Russell Haber. assured the student defendants that no
senior (B.A.): Kenneth L. Rogers, of disciplinary action would be imposed on
Dayton: Timothy Herpel. sophomore them by the University.
•(A&Sl; George W MacDonald, senior
"It is my personal hope that each one
lA&S): Anthony Lupica, junior of us has learned something from this
I', il Will Kim D. I'tinkler, senior (Ed I.
episode, that we will approach future
Mark Dibiasio. senior (Ed); John G. issues in a climate of civility and good
Ingram, sophomore (A&S); Allan judgment because of that increased
Mononen Jr., senior (A&S); Laura Jean understanding..." Dr. Moore said.
Scholle, junior (A&S).
Michael F. Schwarz. sophomore
The defendants, in a statement
l A&S I: James B. Vandenburg. of yesterday said the decision to reverse
Olmsted Falls: James A. Wilson, senior their pleas was due to "a deal negotiated
(Ed.I: and James F. Nigrelli. a former between our lawyers and the University,
student.
in which we were instructed that if we
Dropping their requests for jury trials would plead 'guilty' or 'no contest'
and changing their pleas from not guilty charges against Randy Hayes would be
to no contest and found guilty as charged dropped and his scholarship restored,
were:
James E. Kellar. graduate and Bill Hunkler would be reinstated as a
student in history: Alan M. Scheerer, a resident advisor."
J une 1971 graduate of the University. and
Also cited was a lack of money to
Peggy Schmidt, senior (A&S I.
continue court proceedings and a doubt
Charges against Randall L. Hayes, on the part of a the defendants that they
senior (A&S) were dropped by Judge could get a fair trial in Bowling Green.

Elections set today
for Student Council
The Student Body Organization's
election for Student Council
representatives will be held from 9 a.m.
till 5:30p.m. today in the Men's Gym.
Of the sixteen candidates running,
seven constitute the Student Body
Organization (SBO) ticket whose
primary goal is to develop through a
written constitution, a service-oriented
organization, according to Art Toalston,
student body president.
The SBO party ticket includes Bob
Brugler, junior (A&S); Damon Beck,
senior (B.A.): Maribeth Ehasz, junior
(Ed.): Dennis Kelly, junior (Ed.); Curt
Chandler, junior (B.A.); John Smith,
senior (A&S); and Marc Spaulding,
junior (A&S).

SAVE the NEWS
Tired of tripping all over the stacks of BG Newses in your room? Lose
your girlfriend in a bundle of old newspapers?
Well now that you've saved all those copies of The BG News, it's about
time you retum them to be recycled into housing insulation.
So grab your bundles of fish wrapping and deposit them into the van
behind Moseley Hall Saturday, noon till 4:30p.m.
Why return those crinkly yellow newspapers? See page two for the

The independent candidates are Nancy
Belville. sophomore (A&S); Ted A.
Bingham. sophomore (A&S); Ellen
Brahier, sophomore (A&S); J. Vincent
Buchanan, junior (A&S); Will Horton,
junior (Ed); James Mahoney, freshman
(B.A.); Randi K. Mandell, junior (Ed.);
Marilyn Sheldrick, junior (Ed.) and
Susan Stoneburger. freshman (A&S)

Day ton man
arraigned on
drug charges
Kenneth L. Rogers, 21, Dayton, was
arraigned in Bowling Green Municipal
Court yesterday by Judge Allan Bechtel
on charges of possession of an
hallucinogen and knowingly permitting
the use of a dwelling for keeping and
dispensing of narcotics and
hallucinogens.
The second charge is a felony. Bond
was reduced from f 10,000 to 11,000 on
that charge. As of last night he was being
held In Wood County Jail In lieu of bond.
No bond was set on the first charge
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uncle benito

eDITGRiaLS

return the news

hassled holiday
By Cindy Ssopli
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benito,
Yes, there is a Santa Claus.
Oh, I know in your little innocent way,
you are trying to act tough like a 16-yearold who just discovered the cookies left
for Santa were really eaten by mammaand that is why she has gained so much
weight.
But then again, I know you too well,
Uncle. You ole softy As I sit here
writing this letter, I can almost bet my
tinsel you are decking the halls with
boughs of holly and fa-lala-ing Aunt
Maria to death.
G'wan you old rasralini. Christmas is
for kids. Big kids like you. I bet you are
sitting wide-eyed in the kitchen watching
Aunt Maria make Vatican-shaped
cookies and mozzarella fruit cake. Go
ahead. Lick the spatula.
How about Christmas shopping. Have
you made the rounds to all the
departments stores in the big city? I
know how much you enjoy the bustle of
shoppers. You even enjoy laying your
money on the counter, knowing all the
time you will be billed in January.
I'M GLAD YOU can still enjoy some of
the cheer that surrounds the holiday
season. I sometimes wish I could return
to those days of childhood myself, but I
am a 1971 college student and Christmas
is just one of those commercialized
fiascos to me.
You see. Uncle, I have to ask myself a
few questions about this Christmas holly
happening. For instance, is the
abbreviation "Xmas" a capitalistic plot
to destroy Christ in America? Why
couldn't the abbreviation "ChristX" or
" + mas"?
Are Christmas cards, wrapping, lights
and presents really necessary? I've been

It's that time of year again when you can
gather all your old BG Newses and donate them
to the empty van that will be parked behind
Moseley Kail, Saturday from noon to 4:30 p.m.
There were 399.000 issues of The News printed
this quarter, and they are sitting in your
dormitories, apartments and houses, just waiting
to be loaded on the van and recycled into housing
insulation.
Why not take a study break Saturday afternoon
and contribute all your old newspapers to the
struggle for keeping the environment livable for
our children.
We're not partial. Bring in any newspaper.
Bring in two or two hundred.
What's in it for you? Your paper contributions
are not tax deductible. You will probably lose
some study time. Your arms may get tired
carrying the papers to Moseley Hall. You may
feel your part is a small one.
But keep these thoughts in mind while you
collect your old newspapers.
The United States contains 5.7 per cent of the
world's population. It consumes 40 per cent of
the world's natural resources and produces 50 per
cent of the world's industrial pollution.
The figures are startling but we have to begin
somewhere.
Now that you have Saved The News, how about
Saving the Environment on Saturday, noon till
4:30 p.m behind Moseley Hall.

asking myself this question for the past
few Adventing weeks in a desperate
attempt lo determine what Christmas
really means lo me. (This is not
connected with my thoughts on how I
spent my summer vacation I.
As I sit here among the strains of Noel,
I cannot help but feel that Christmas is
commercialized.
YES, UNCLE, along with millions of
people, you are celebrating a holiday in
your mind while paying through the nose
and sniffing capitalistic enticements
In no way am I trying to degrade your
feelings on the fir tree season even
though you are taking the naive approach
by refusing to look beyond your stubborn
aluminum ideals.
Christmas is for kids because only the
mind of a child could fail to comprehend
the coup commercialism is staging on
the innocent December day
But I cannot blame you. Uncle, for
your sugar plum attitude toward
Christmas,. It's not your fault that
you've been swept under by capitalitstics
who enjoy exploiting the Christmas
season.
But it is your fault that you are letting
all this commercialism swallow the

original theme of Christmas-peace on
earth. Sorry, Uncle, but peace on earth is
not cookies and Christmas trees. Good
will toward men is not shopping and
wrapping gifts.
PEACE ON EARTH and good will
toward men can only be achieved by
draft-dodging, protests and publicized
starvation programs for the people in
Pakistan. Kow do you expect to have
peace and good will with decorations and
colored ribbons?
The difference between us. Uncle, is
that my participation in the holiday
season is accompanied by a realization
of commercialism. You engage in the
regalia of the season without this
knowledge.
Although we are celebrating the same
holiday, in pretty much the same
manner. I ask you, Uncle, which of us
has the better outlook on Christmas?
You. who naively engage in the
commercialism of Christmas?
Me, who intelligently engages in the
commercialsim of Christmas, realizing
all the time that I am being swallowed by
capitalism?
Your loving niece

news Lerrers
not enough resident advisors
We just finished your editorial on same situation, namely dorm living
abolishing RAs in dorms We disagree Another person in the same situation will
one hundred per cent
understand the problem better than I
stranger sitting behind a desk in tome
You state that students with problems far away office. Don't you find il easier
can go to counselors to talk out their to talk to friends and people you know
problems. It seems that a student would and Irust?
much rather talk over problems with
someone near their own age. and in the
APPARENTLY YOU have forgotten

can't please everyone
Every letter that has been published
lately about the new meal policy has
been one o( complaint. The students here
at BG don't seem to remember the way
it was in the past.
It was mandatory last year lo purchase
a $170 meal ticket-$10 more than this
year The meal selection consisted of
usually two choices. This year at every
meal, there is a minimum of four
choices, and if that doesn't suit you,
order steak, lobster, or shrimp.
THESE ARE JUST the minor
advantages The big one is if someone
has an excess of meal coupons, they can

sell them. Even il it is only for $10. that
lowers the cost to $150.
Now for those of you that still think
you're getting screwed, you could
transfer to. say Miami Meals there are
only a mandatory $230 a quarter.
Just remember the University can't
please everyone. If the price continues to
go down, obviously the quality will suffer
loo.
Rick Metz
Rick Faulk
608 7th St.

what it is like living in a dorm or you
wouldn't want the KAs banned. It is too
bad thai they must act like policemen,
bui as long as there are inconsiderate
residenls, they will have to.

general hell-raising hasn't stopped until 3
a.m. As we write this, it is 2 am and
still pretty damn noisy The other end of
our floor doesn't have this problem.
Why? Because the RA lives at that end.

Can you _ imagine an entire dorm
without RAs? We'll give you an
example.

We're not saying that RAs should be
cops or freshmen are immature babies.
Some of them are, but so are a few of the
upperclassmen We're just saying that as
long as there are dorms, the RA is going
to be a necessary evil. If anything, we
don't have enough of them.

The l h ii ii I live on has eight
upperclassmen and the rest are
freshmen We don't have an RA on our
end of the floor. As a result, our floor has
earned quite a reputation for itself.
On a few occasions the noise and

Kathy and Barbara Carr
McDonald North

return hot book
I wish to take this opportunity NOT to
thank you for so impolitely and
incondiserately STEALING my Child
Development book from where I was
studying in the Kiddy Lit. section of the
library on Monday night.
As it happens I was using the book for a
paper I was writing, but what do you
care? Also. 1 haven't had time to read
the material in the text for the final, but

I guess neither have you. So rotten luck
and I hope you FLUNK the final, like me.
OR IF YOU took it because you
needed money by selling it-FORGET IT!
I promise you that you'll get nabbed at
the book stores because they already
have your description. Also, what I am
really mad about is that out of all of the
trashy text books here at Good ole BG
(where all the kids are swell! that was
the only text I intended to keep
So to you, you SICK person, thanks for
making BG and the world a more rotten
place to live. It's just what we all need!
Ellen L. Pearce
414 S. Summit
PS-If your conscience is still talking to
you at all. you could return the book to
the CL desk in the library But be sure to
read it first to find out where you
DIDN'T develop

"What's this, a new franchise?"

kent petition apathy
In regard to your recent editorial
concerning the Kent State petitions, we.
too. feel that the widespread disinterest
among the student body is thoroughly
disgusting and revolting.
What's wrong with the "new
generation'' on this campus? Why
haven't the members of our academic
community made a response to Kent's
plea for justice?
DURING THE PAST few weeks
students have had an opportunity to
voice their opinions by constitutional
means. Petitioning is a legal and
supposedly effective method of
expressing one's grievances, but it is

obvious that many students are afraid of
becoming involved.
Many more just say that it won't do
any good. Or is it that they are just too
busy to take a minute out of their busy
day to do a simple task like signing their
name on a piece of paper?
It is certainly a shame that, since we
are voters and have become "recognized
citizens." we are still ignoring our
domocratic rights and our duties to our
fellow man.
Cindy Negrey
420 Ashley
Mary JoMazzolini
402 Ashley
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RAs discuss their positions
By Ltada Hopoel
Are students capable of
effectively keeping their
dormitories in order by
themselves?
Will they voluntarily take
advantage of the services
offered at the Counseling
Center where they have
problems?
And, if they do, is the center
capable of effectively serving
the entire campus?
These are some of the

questions that have been
raised by resident advisors
iRAi during the recent
controversy over the value of
the RA program.
"ACCORDING
to The
News, there are two
alternatives to the position of
an RA." said Jerry Cirino. an
RAinComptonHall
Ke said the first alternative'
was for students to go to the
Counseling Center for advice
rather than to an RA.
However, he claimed that

right now it is too hard for a
student to obtain an
appointment at the center.
Cirino said the second
alternative would be for
students to call their parents
about their problems.
For many students, this
solution would be too
expensive, he said. And what
does a student do if he is
unable to talk to his parents,
or the problem involves his
parents, he asked.
"In this hall, the majority of
students indicated on a
questionnaire that they
wanted the student-RA ratio
to be 50-1." Cirino said
"Unfortunately, they look at
RAs as policemen."
HOWEVER. Jo Ann
Edgerton. an RA in Ashley
Kail, said she made it clear to
the students on her floor that
she wouldn't "police."
"The
girls do
it
themselves," she said
Students on her floor prefer
a smaller ratio between

students and RAs. she said.
At present the ratio is 50-1
Ms.
Edgerton said
counseling is an important
part of an RAs job. She
agreed with Cirino that the
Counseling Center is
extremely busy right now.
"I know, I've been there."
she said. "Besides, when you
have a problem at 3:30 in the
morning, you cannot go to the
Counseling Center."
She said when a student is a
senior, he doesn't really need
an RA, because by then he has
a lot of friends to so to. But

Holiday
Due to finals week
and the holiday break.
The
News
has
suspended publication
until next quarter. The
next issue will be
Wednesday. January 5.

WBGU-TV sets
variety series
»\

NmfhM. k, lr— * OU

Winter

'»'» definitely itorage tim. for boats,
beach balls and bikinis at this cabin
Wnlte bcated on a resort lake in Michigan.

Professor named
os OAA advisor
Robert B. Blackwell,
associate professor of special
education, has been appointed
to the advisory staff of the
Ohio Athletic Association
(OAA) for the Mentally
Retarded, according to
Commissioner Dick Ruff.
Dr. Blackwell will
coordinate the role of state
universities and colleges in
assisting community class
programs for the mentally
retarded as well as athletic
programs and workshops for
physical education teachers
and coaches through state
institutions for the mentally
retarded.
During the 1970-71 athletic
season. OAA served 11,784
mentally retarded persons in
Ohio ranging in age from six
to 46 years.

tournament held at Anderson
Arena on the University
campus was among the events
sponsored by the organization.
The first such event to be
held at a university, Ruff
credited Dr. Blackwell with
"opening doors at Bowling
Green I never dreamed
possible."
"It was made possible only
because of the strong support
OAA received from Dr.
Blackwell
and
the
University," the commissioner said.

Public television will link
the words of music and dance
in a new series of 60-minute
programs
beginning
Wednesday. February 16 at 9
p.m. on WBGU-TV. Channel
70.
The series entitled
"Vibrations," will be
produced by the National
Educational Television
(NET) division of the
Educational
Broadcasting
Corporation under a matching
grant from the Humble Oil
and Refining Company.
"Vibrations" will feature
programs on artists including
Pulitizer
Prize-winning
composer-conductor
Leon
Kirchner. mime Marcel
Marceau. pianist-humorist
Victor Borge. rock singer
Jobriath and jazz pianist Dave
Brubeck.
Each program will offer a
variety of segments
illustrating the interaction of
music and dance. Music will
range from classical to
country to folk and rock. Both
modern dance and ballet will
be represented.
Performances, interviews
and profiles will be included in
the series along with

commentary by "Vibrations"
host Robert Sherman, concert
critic for the New York
Times.
Executive producer for the
series is Curtis W. Davis.
NET'S director of cultural
affairs programming and a
three-time Emmy winner.

Ohio grant

"things are different" when
he is a freshman, she said
CHUCK Garlough. another
RA in Compton Hall, also
thought the Counseling Center
would not be an effective
alternative to the RA
program.
"Often, the guys don't
realize
what
their
responsibilities to other
students in this type of living
situation are." he said
"They don't realize that
others are not always going to
appreciate listening to their
conversations early in the
morning," he explained
"Some figure must come out
and tell them to be quiet."
Garlough said he knew that
the argument against using
the RA as a policemen is for
the students themselves to ask
each other to be quiet.
"But it just doesn't work
that way." he said
HOWEVER, he said by the
time students are older, they
start to realize they must be
responsible on their own.
Karen Lobas. an RA in
Darrow Hall, suggested that
the University designate a
dormitory to be operated
without RAs as an
experiment
She said this would
accomplish more than
spending a lot of time talking
and writing about the issue
"You could eliminate RAs if
students would respect others'
wishes, if students would ask
others to keep stereo and
other noises down, and if you
could keep students from
destroying University
property," she said

applications iSALE
due by Jan.
Students planning to apply
or reapply for an Ohio
Instructional Grant (OIG) for
the 1972-73 academic year,
should do so by January 1,1972
or their chances of receiving
the grant may be jeopardized,
according to a spokeSmaW"
from the Financial Aid office.
Applications are now
available in Room 305,
Student Services Bldg. They
must be submitted to the
Board of Regents since the
OIG is no longer handled
through the Financial Aid
Office
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English graduate students gave a Christmas party yesterday
iOI English professors and students in 205 Moteley Hall.
Organizers said the party was given "in the spirit of tho

mmm uUgdwtltthut*."

Debaters reach finals
The University debate i Ed > and Rolayne Smith,
teams compiled a combined junior i A&S I. also qualified
record of 29 wins and 11 losses lor quarterfinals with a 5-1
in three tournaments over the record.
DeStephen and Carbone
past weekend
In addition, three tWO-flMI linished preliminary rounds
teams qualified
for with a 7-1 record.
elimination rounds in two of
In octa-finals they ousted
the tournaments
At Iowa State University CM College by a 3-0 decision,
the teams of Dan DeStcphon. but lost to Kansas Slatesenior (Ed. 1. and Ralph Empnria by a 2-1 decision in
Carbone. junior (Ed,), and the quarterfinal round
Dennis Wilson, (ophomore
'I'M ' and Gary BcUes,
junior (A&S). each advanced
to quarter-finals, enabling
BGSU to capture two »l the
top eight positions.

SALE

Entire Pants Inventory

IN COMPETITION at
Morehead State University.
Kentucky. I'ani Spears, junior

1st PAIR--regular price

dec. 6-det. 11 only

ALL ADDITIONAL PAIRS

20% off - all ivory jewelry
necklaces - pins - earrings
10% off - everything from India
~>v
including

50% OFF!

M4fcA
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PANTS STOP

carved
oxidi/ed
brass

900 E. WOOSTER
(NEXT TO TO'SJ

r.
Pi pi pi pi pi p,
9-9 daily

The Wilson-Eckles team
went into eliminations at 6-2
with victories over Drake
University (Iowa). Eastern
Illinois. Central Michigan,
Northern Iowa, St Olaf
(Minn), and Morningside.
(Iowa).
"They then defeated Eastern
Illinois in octa-finals before
losing to University of
Missouri si Louis by a 2-1
decision in quarter-finals

DON'T
DELAY...

SEALS & CROFTS
YEAR OF SUNDAY

A STATE-WIDE basketball
IF YOU CANT
BEUEVE THESE
FEATURES, STOP
AND SEE THEM AT

from Warner Bros.

Cherry Hill
Village

THE YOUNGBLOODS

S. College Dr. al

Niptolf Ml Rd., BoollH Ci

Includes: Hippie from Olema 5 / Light Shine
Stagger Lee /That's How Strong My Love Is

2 bedrooms
Central Gas
Air-Conditiening

All furniture included
Bath and-a-half
Cable TV
i Utilities paid except elec.,
averaging 16 mo.
• Extra large closets
i Laundry area available
i Gas lite front entrance
1
I'nderground utilities
i Patios with gas grills
■ Village-wide security system
tor undisturbed privacy
i Plenty ol free, lighted
parking areas
'Carpeted halls and indoor entrances
No Rubbish Removal
Ckarge
Yard Malateu»re At

Ne Extra Cost
Gas Heat. Gas lUage.
Gas Fired Domestic Hot
Water Finished
HI per per sea per a*.
ISMGtE STU0ENTS)

-offered by-

Preferrad Properties

Co.
rVMMnterllt-7SM

PI

THEM BOTH

TODAY!
AT
Seasoned to taste - in the best new convenience fabrics. In the
stripe and pattern of choice. In the collar style most flattering to
you — and the advanced tailoring of the year. All — incorporated
Into our finest dress shirt collection. For giving - and getting for
your own holiday plans. Stock up!

LARGEST SELECT/0/]/ OF SHIRTS
TO WARM H/S HEART IN THIS AREA —
WE INVITE COMPARISON.

(MARRIED COUPLES)

SEE MODEL APT. AT
S53 Napoleon Rd.. Apt. 6

...GET

THE DEN
(OPEN 9-9, MON. THRU FRI.)

New from Warner Bros.

Pi
H
Pi
Pi

Diamond needles
record mailers
gift certificates

FINDERS
RECORDS
AND
TAPES

Sunday noon till 6
Mon.-Thurs. 10:00 A.M.-9:00 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 10:00 AM Midnight

128 N. MAIN ST.

ft Pi*

Pi
Pi

Fog* 4/tttt M U,w%, W«*w*aay. 0K«nb«r i. I f71

U. S. expresses concern

Anti-India charge denied
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon
administration
declared yesterday that it was
working vigorously for a
peaceful settlement of the
India-Pakistan dispute with
both sides, and India decided
to use military force before
those efforts were exhausted.
White House officials said it
is totally inaccurate to charge

see related
•*">. page!
that the United States in antiIndia.
Expressing
a
long-time
commitment, in fact even a
love affair, with the Indian
nation, the officials said that
the United States is trying to
relieve human suffering,
avert famine and achieve

political autonomy for the
people of East Pakistan.
EARLIER IN the day, the
State Department had
announced that the United
States has decided to channel
all peace-making efforts in
the India-Pakistan conflict
through the United Nations
General Assembly.
Its efforts to win a ceasefire and troop withdrawal
resolution in the UN. Security
Council were blocked by
Soviet Union vetoes
The high-level administration
sources said
Pakistan agreed to a
timetable to return East
Pakistan to civilian rule by
the end of December, had
agreed to a declaration of
amnesty for refugees who fled
to India and had agreed to
unilateral withdrawal of its

military forces
border between
Pakistan

from the
India and

It also had agreed, the
sources said, to talk with
representatives of the Bangla
Desh,
the
insurgent
government
for
East

Tuesday night
exams relocated
Next week's hearings by the
Subcommittee on Rural
Development, chaired by U.S.
Senator Hubert B. Humphrey,
have forced the University to
make several changes in the
final examination schedule.
According to Robert
McGeein. coordinator of

wm
MORE THAN VOV CAN EAT
EVERV WEDNESDAY (MIGHT

U^

Pakistan.
ALL THESE moves were
conveyed to Indian Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi by
President Nixon and top U.S.
officials the sources said.
But India, to their surprise,
launched military action, the
sources said.

space
assignments,
examinations scheduled to be
taken in the Grand Ballroom
of the Union Tuesday evening
have been re-scheduled for the
following locations:
FRENCH ltl and Spanish
101. all sections, Wednesday, 7
to 9 p.m., second floor of the
Graduate Center.
French 102 and Spanish 102,
all sections, Wednesday, 7 to 9
p.m., 105 f.'anna Hall.
French 201, all sections.
Wednesday, 7 to 9 p.m., US
Education Bldg.
History 151, taught by Dr
Roland M. Bauman, assistant
professor of history, Tuesday,
7 to 9 p.m.. 201 Math-Science
Bldg.
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Of. Grtwr Litton Fox, chaksMrson of Ih. Ad Hoc CommillM en the Stalin of
Woman, prosantod a preliminary report at yoslarday't Faculty Sonata mooting.

Senate adopts study
Bowling Green
University."

By Patty Bailey
Staff Reporter
Faculty Senate voted
yesterday to adopt the interim
report of the Senate Ad Hoc
Committee on the Status of
Women at Bowling Green and
the amended recommendation
that was presented with it.
The recommendation by
Greer Litton Fox, chairperson
of the committee, originally
read:
"That department
charimen and committees of
all departments concerned
with promotion, salary, and
tenure and with recruitment
and
hiring,
address
themselves to the problem of
pattern discrimination by sex
which exists in rank, salary,
and numbers of women at

State

Dr.
Russell
Decker,
professor of business law,
moved that Ms.
Fox's
recommendation be amended
to say "if it is found to exist"
instead of "which exists."
The amendment was passed
by a vote of 31 to 29.
The motion to accept the
report and the amended
recommendation was then
unanimously passed.
DR. FOX explained the
reason the committee made a
recommendation with the
interim report rather than
waiting until the final report.
"The committee on tenure,
salary and hiring will be
meeting in January and

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
Sunday, Dec. 12-8 P.M.

'I M MIUM lltt
HUJlHrrS ■ i nm

ROCK LIDdl MANOR
B40-B50

Women's
report

Alice Cooper

THE OTHER major item on
the Faculty Senate agenda
yesterday
was
the
recommendation of a new
academic calendar.
The
senate moved to reject
proposed calendar A. and
consider only calendars B and
C as alternatives.
Calendar A
proposed
beginning the academic year
early in September and ending
early in May. However, it
split the winter quarter into
two parts.
Calendar B is the calendar
system under i which the
University is operating now.
Under calendar C, classes
for fall quarter would begin
September 6 and end
November
14.
Final
examinations would be held
November 15 to 17.
November 20 to December
15 would be a period designed
for special programs,
conferences, internships or
similar projects.
Winter quarter classes
would begin January 3 after a

two-week Christmas break.
Classes would end March IS
and final examinations would
be March 14 through 18.
Fallowing a two-week
spring break, spring quarter
classes would begin April 2.
Spring quarter is divided into
two semi-quarters under this
proposed calendar, with the
second
semi-quarter
beginning May 7. Classes end
June
11
and
final
examinations would be June
12 to 14.
The first summer session is
from June 25 to July 26, with
July 27 scheduled for
examinations.
The second
summer session is from July
30 to August 30 and
examinations would be August
31.
A motion was made to
amend the proposal to specify
that any consideration of
radical alterations be
confined to the 1073 academic
year. It was carried.
ACCORDING TO Richard
C. Carpenter, chairman of
Faculty
Senate,
the
amendment means Calendar
B has been endorsed for next
year and Calendar C is under
serious consideration for the
following year.

afiI*

STREET

OHIO

February," she said, "We
wanted them to have some
idea of the situation now,
rather than wiat until the final
report comes out."
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WITH MS ALL NEW SHOW
PIUS

TEAGARDEN-VANWINKLE

OUR X-MAS GIFT
X
TO YOU

H±

25% OFF!
ANY ONE ITEM

ttatuint§

BOB SEGER - JONATHON ROUND

IWITH THIS COUPON!
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,L
X-TRA SPECIAL!
+
^3 PAIRS OF EARRINGS 96e^

3 Acts - Full 3 Hour Show
Tickils S4 50 Advanu Sb SO ■< dooi
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ADAMS NEEDLE or mail Order. Sports Arena
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AT NO EXTRA COST.

• TWO BtMOOMS - TWO COMPUTE BAIHS

• INOIVIOUAl ENTRANCES
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• CABKVISION - (NO EXTRA CHARGE)
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• LAUNDRY FACILITIES CM PREMISES
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•

• 0MKMES (FUWISHCO)

• IMS RECREATION ROOM

• stuaEMM

• LANDSCAPED GROUNDS WITH GAS FIRE GRILLS FOR COOKOUTS

ELECTRIC STOVES IFUHRISHCD)

SECURITY DOOR LOCK SYSTEM

4' X Iff STORAGE LOCKER FOR EACH AF-MTMCNT

• SELFtXFttOSTMC RIFSIGfRAIOfiS iFURNISHCDI

•

PAVED PARKING AREAS - FLOOO LIGHTED AT MSMT

• D8HW»SHEIrS ( GARBAGE DISPOSALS (TumiSHCO)

•

WALKING DISTANCE TO IG $U

• nemosiAiiCAUY coirnioiuo

• CARETAKER LIVING ON PREMISES TO TAKE CAM OF YOUR
NEE0S PROMPTLY

HUT

(fu*wst«oi

CASH

CASK

• HOT WATER ilURNISHED]

SOUAM HIT

904 E. WOOSTER

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS
■RING EM TO:

DESIGNED AS A PERMANENT RESIDENCE
WITHOUT THE WORRIES AND CARES OF MAINTENANCE

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTEI ST.

CALL 353-3641 OR, AFTER FIVE,
353-5841 OR 352-7177

SIX AlSO RAYS TOR WHOLESALE PRECIS ON EMIKETallE
THIS MO 10NGER USED AT I.G.S.U.
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...a good experience'

UN considers
cease-fire plea

French House popular
Parlez-vous f rancais?
They do il U Maijon
Praocais.
Twenty women are housed
in the French Home on
Sorority Row, formerly the
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
bouse.
Many residents of the house
are either majoring or
minoring In French. They live
under an "unwritten" rule
that suggests they speak to
each other In French rather
than B English.
Most residents seem to be
quite happy with their new
living quarters. Some even
said they would rather live in
La Maison Francais than
anywhere else.
Donna Darus. sophomore
iA4Si. said. "I think it's a
good experience for all of us "
"YOU DON'T have to be a
French major to live here-I'm an art major. Eventually
the qualifications will
probably be stricter, but this
year anyone who displayed an
interest in speaking French
could live here." Ms Dams
said
"I can't go to France like
most of the kids are going to

do," said Pat O'Donnell.
junior (Ed).
"La Maison
Francais will mean a lot to '
me. It's my substitute."
Another resident of La
Maison Francais, Maria
Borsxci. senior (Ed), has
already been in France. She
was in a group from the
University who studied in
France last year (1970-71)
from October to July.
"I WANTED to keep up

WBGU-FAA
John Burke, a special
effects man for
Paramont Pictures.
Hollywood, will be
featured on "Free Fire
Zone" on WBGU-FM
88.1 at midnight tonight
Burke, who does the
special effects for
television
shows
including Mannix and
Mission Impossible, will
answer
questions
telephoned in from
listeners about his
profession.

Services planned
in new biuilding
The Village View Church of
Christ will hold services in its
new building at 801 W Poe Rd
for the first time Sunday at
10 30am
Darrel W Fyffe. assistant
professor ot education and
teacher of the church's
college Sunday school class.

GSS plans
meeting in
Union today
The Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) will meet today
at 2:30 in the Faculty Lounge.
Union.
Topics on the proposed
agenda include discussion of
the University library, the
University Medical Center
and building lockage after
business hours
"In my mind the Library
looms as the most important
of these." said William
Gourd, graduate student in
speech and president of the
senate
"Hopefully we can
arrive at some possioie
proposals for dealing with
some of the problems," Gourd
said
IV said thai additional
information from the
committees is necessary so
that the problems can be fully
dealt with.

said a Christmas Cantata will
be held the same day at 7 p.m.
FYFFE SAID the church
has been holding services at
the Seventh Day Adventist
building on South Enterprise
Street for over a year.
Construction of the new
building is not quite finished,
although it will be used for
Sunday's services.
Fyffe said financing the
building was difficult."
"We've had support from
churches from other areas."
he added
He
described
the
organization
as
a
fundamentalist church with
Biblical emphasis. He
estimated that each service is
attended by about 100 persons,
including approximately 30
college students.
The Cantata, entitled "The
Story of Christmas" by John
W. Peterson, will be
performed by the church
choir.
SOLOISTS will be Linda
Stiles, freshman <A&S). and
Mike Smith, sophomore
(Ed.)
Lana Starkey.
sophomore (Ed.), will
accompany on the piano
Fyffe said any students
needing rides to the church
should call 352-6197.
Sunday school classes will
be held at 9 30 a.m.
Dale Smeltzer is pastor of
the church.

Vtonald
McDonald
Dolls ari at
your local
McDonald's

with my French, and living
here is an Ideal situation for
it," she said.
Ms. Borsxcz said French is
spoken during meals at La
Maison Francais. and "we
occasionally have professors
who speak French as guests at
lunch or dinner."
According to some
residents, living in a French
house helps give students a
"feel" for the language. Most
agree it is good preparation
for studies in France.
Recently a Vermilion
Harbor couple donated to the
house an antique cloth French
map of the western
hemisphere.
Mr. and Ms Theodore D
Wakefield bought the map
while on a European tour last
September.
Wakefield said the map is
particularly
significant
because the French played
such a major role in early
exploration of the American
continent
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The Chriitmai mail rush apparently hasn't dampened the
holiday spirit of Aria Mae Cron and her co-workers at the post
office in University Hail.

Parking problems cited
By Pal Daeakl

The greatest problem the
campus parking committee
has is "to educate both the
OFFICERS of La Maison
faculty and students about the
Francais are Elizabeth University's parking
Adams, sophomore IA&SI.
l
present,
and
Cauley. SSOS'L
T^"*
° "*,
"__,_
„j Kathv
,I. secretary
Richard Wright,
chairman
of
sophomore .(Ed
the committee.
Barb Peter, a graduate
At the committee's last
student in French, is the
meeting a resolution was
housemother.
passed to look into the
According to Linda Homuth. immediate and future
sophomore (Ed.), and vice problems of the campus
president of the French club, parking situation
attendance at meetings has
The next step will be to
increased from an average of
decide what actions will be
six to about 30 students.
The club has organized a taken after the situation has
French choir to sing been investigated. Dr. Wright
Christmas carols and will said
visit campus residence halls
tonight

Donations
correction
The Crisis Phone's
Christmas donation drive is
aiming for $6,000 to cover
operation tosts for the
University 'and community
organization
They hope to raise $1,500
from students and the
community, and then raise the
remaining $4,500 from private
foundations This last point
was incorrectly reported in
yesterday's paper.

HE OUTLINED several
possibilities, including the
construction of a parking
garage-which he does not
consider feasible--and the
elimination of all innercampus traffic, with the

■ SALE dec. 6-dec
I
I 10% OFF
I
I
I
I
I 9-9 daily
I

exception of emergency
vehicles.
According to Dr. Wright,
there are many questions to
be considered when discussing
perimeter parking.
The
University would have to
decide if it should be
responsible for providing
transportation inlo campus,
and if so. should it run
transportation vehicles to
apartments and downtown''
Since the committee now is
considering future problems.
Dr. Wright added. "1 hope it is
a sign that the campus
community is becoming
educated about campus
parking problems."
"We are not a campus
court; we are strictly an
advisory committee." he said
But if a particular group has
a grievance, it could elect a
spokesman to present its
grievance to the committee in
writing. Dr. Wright said.
By state law, parking must
finance itself. This includes
11 on/

all tapestries
from Italy France - Germany
Spain

love

Stroh's
Beer.
—Compliments of a friend

1050 S. Main St. Bowling Green
Now Featuring
Comfortable Inside Seating

»»-

IMC tlMM aMMVtff COMPANY OC1ROIT. MICHIGAN tM17t

paying for everything from
the "meter maid's badges to
blacktopping." he said. These
funds come from registration
of transportation vehicles,
parking tickets and meter
collection, he said.

UNITED NATIONS. NY
(AP) - In a race against time,
the General Assembly
considered yesterday a
proposed appeal to India and
Pakistan to cease fighting and
withdraw their forces behind
their own borders
The veto-free assembly
plunged into its debate about
12 hours after the Security
Council acknowledged its
inability to act. because of the
.Soviet veto, and asked the
assembly to step in
There was no doubt that the
assembly would vote overwhelmingly for a cease-fire,
but the big problem was to get
a decision before military
developments made such an
appeal useless.
INDIA AND (he Soviet
Union made a half hearted
effort to delay the debate by
insisting that the questions
should be referred first to the
assembly's
steering
committee They declined to
press the matter, however,
when the assembly president,

have a

Adam Malik of Indonesia.
ruled against them,
In an effort to speed a
decision, Malik placed a 10minute time limit on all
speakers except those of India ;
and Pakistan Meetings were
scheduled for the morning,
afternoon and evening
yesterday and for the morning
and afternoon today
^%
f
. i

Grad guide
lists schools

The latest information on
American and Canadian
graduate programs in 178
academic areas can be found
in a book located in Rm. 100
of the Graduate Center.
The Annual Guide to
Graduate Study. 1972 edition,
contains general statistical
data about graduate
institutions, graphs showing
which universities offer work;
in the various major'
disciplines and two-page
write-ups prepared by faculty
officers
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lovely
vacation
WHEN YOU RETURN TO CAMPUS. COME
IN AND ENJOY A MEAL AT THE NEW

PDNDEROSA STEAK ROUSE
where tender things are always happening
1544 East Wooster St.

Pat* 6/Th.MN.m, Widnildov. Dotombor •. I»71

Cathedral scene of peace group benefit
By Peggy Schmidt
Staff Reporter

•"••wipfc-** if ■"■MV MNRM

Attend benefit

Jay C,av n Be,,v

* '

W'"",*'. (daughfor Mildred, behind), and David Delling.r

were present at the prosi conference held before the benefit.

The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta
wish to welcome their 16 new
pledges. Wear your pins proudly!

Debby Brabbs
Linda Cook
Jan Dudley
Linda Gregory
Debbie Keating
Jan Kerekes
Marilyn Maike
Pam Maykut

Jo Merritt
Donna Pierce
Robin Rex
Leslie Rowe
Linda Schoeni
Patty Skowronek
Sue Smith
Linda Ventress

The Phantom Teke
says

Happy Holidays
To All
SALE

de< 6det

''on'y

20% off on all merchandise from
Turkey — jewelry — candle holders, etc.

9-9 doily

FALCON PIZZA

Perhaps it was the rare
coming together of such
diverse personalities as David
Dellinger. one of the Chicago
Seven; author Norman
Mailer; playwright Tennessee
Williams; and ha id rock
groups like the Chambers
Brothers that made the
benefit for the People's
Coalition for Peace and
Justice in New York City on
Monday night one of the major
events in the anti-war
movement.
Or it might have been the
unconventional setting in
which the benefit took placethe Cathedral of St John the
Divine, one of the largest
cathedrals in the world. From
the rear of the cathedral, the
red and blue spotlights made
the performers on stage look
like colorful, miniature
statues in a Nativity scene.

The tempo of the evening
increased as Edgar Winter
and White Trash jammed,
clapped, sweated, and
stomped on the stage for more
than 30 minutes. Edgar
Winter, an albino with blondewhite hair, mimicked the
guitar solos of the lead
guitarist, rivaling the
precision of quick fingers with
the versatility of his voice.
FOLLOWING
their
performance, a tape by a
young North Vietnamese man

Opinion
which had been smuggled into
the states, was played. Three
National Liberation Front
flags were raised by people in
the crowd during the speech,
causing several angry shouts
to erupt from other factions in
the audience.
And then, Tennessee
Williams-one of America's
most renowned playwrights,
making his first public debut
at a leftist political event. A
hush fell over the crowd as he
reached the microphone.
"War is nothing but death
and failure." he said.
Putting on his glasses,
Williams began reading the
number of casualties caused
by the war. "You know, there
are many kinds of woundsand some kinds of wounds you
can't include in these
statistics," he said
He told the story of a young
friend who was sentenced two
years to life for having a
concealed weapon, half a
brick. "These are the true
Americans-the ones that go to
jail for challenging an
oppressive system," he said.

THERE WAS almost the
aura of Woodstock about the
combination rock concert and
theater production. On the
prompting of Sid Bernstein.
Edgar Winter asked, if
there's a doctor out there,
man. will you please report to
the stage immediately?" One
of the photographers had
fallen off the 10-foot high
stage.
"Churches have often been
criticized for taking the wrong
side or ignoring the social
evils of the day completely."
said Episcopal Bishop Paul
Moore. "We want to change
that idea as much as we can
here tonight."
He welcomed the crowd of
approximately 4.000 persons
to the benefit to "Remember
the War" and more
specifically, to raise money
for the People's Coaltion.
which is heavily in debt as a
result of its involvement in
GAZING down at the stage,
Mayday activities last spring. he suddenly looked tired.
The mood of the audience "You know, I'm too old to
was solemn throughout the march myself. . " But before
performance of jazz musician he could continue, there were
Charles Mingus. who opened shouts of protest from the
the five-hour show.
audience.

He smiled brieHy. "I know
my limitations -I choose to
march on paper."
After a brief intermission,
the most controversial figure
of the evening appeared. As he
walked to the microphone in
his red ski sweater and jeans,
Norman Mailer was greeted
with applause from the actors
who performed one act of his
new play "DJ".
Based on his novel Why Are
We hi Vletiim? "DJ" was
not a credit to the genius of
Mailer. Although the
characters he creates are
interesting, the book is at best
confusing, especially in
regard to connecting what
Mailer is saying about the
Vietnam War
Since the novel is basically a
monologue by the character
DJ. there is a certain
difficulty in making it
adaptable to the stage, which
Mailer did not accomplish to
an admirable degree.
After five minutes of
listening to DJ play verbal
games with the audience's
mind. Tennessee Williams
walked out. Later he
explained, "It wasn't the

Thank You, Dr. Pat Lowry
for everything you have
done for us.
The Christian Science Org.

crude language that bothered
me-I use it myself-but the
total lack of humanity in
Mailer's character. DJ."
DESPITE the tediousness
of the play, the Cathedral
remained filled with
anticipation for the musical
climax by the Chambers
Brothers.
The people were not
disappointed; the Chambers
Brothers with their driving,
throbbing sounds filled the
Cathedral with reverberations
which hadn't been heard there
before.
After the show, in a place
called Joe Allen's on 46th
Street. Tennessee Williams
talked about things he had
written in the past. One of
them was a line he had written
in 1952. "Revolution is only for
dreamers who remember
their dreams "
The benefit was a
remembered dream, a
remembered dream that was
realized, perhaps not in the
sense of having been a
financial success, but at least
in the sense of bringing
together artists and activists
in an effort to remember the
war.

•y Nffy ScMtht)

AuthOrS

Author Norman Mailer, and playwright
T«nn«»»« William, also partkipated in
tho bonofit program
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THE BIG BIRD SEZ TAKE A

Pre-holiday Special
Reg. $6.00

CRAM BREAK

NOW

$3.99

AT THE FALCON

FREE

COFFEE OR PEPSI

with any 8", 12", or 16"Pizza or 8/'12', '24'Sub at the
FALCON until the end of finals.
I
Tl

OPEN TILL 5:00 A.M.
From Friday 12/10 until Tues 12/14

THE

FALCON

Trim, they are. Always. And better tailored, when
we're the store behind the pants you wear. Plaids,
checks, twills, solids - indeed, the full range of
colors and fabrics you would expect from us.
Come see!

THE DEN
(OPEN 9-9. M0N.-FRI.)

Dm tO New, W« drusdiy, OfmW », 1971/*.,.)

Chorges /nd/o os ogressor

Pakistani describes conflict
By Terry Cochraa
Staff Reporter

Chonde//er? '* ''
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chandelier on display al Franklin Park Mall in Toledo

hive had in the American
Civil War.
KAHN SAID the Bangla
Desh (or a free Bengali
The turmoil in
East nation) movement has its
Pakistan which led to the headquarters in Calcutta.
current war between India India.
He thinks the
and West Pakistan was movement spread from here
originated by a small group of into East Pakistan, though the
Indian
and
Bengali number of individuals who
instigators, according to a wanted an independent
West Pakistani. Abid Ali Bengali nation were, and still
Kahn.
are. few
Kahn is a resident of
He said that in each East
Bowling Green who feels the Pakistani
village
these
reason for the conflict in his instigators blended into the
area of the world now is due rest of the population and are
basically to India and "its unrecognizable.
Thus,
aggression"
massacres occurred because
His grandfather. Liaquat Ali it was hard to tell who was a
Khan, was the first prime rebel and who was not.
minister of Pakistan, who
"The Indian government
fought with former Indian should pull out of East
Prime Minister Nehru for the Pakistan immediately, and
independence of India
leave the settlement of the
"I do not see why the problem up to the United
Indians would want to do this Nations." Kahn said.
to Pakistan." Khan explained.
"India could have waited
He said that the conflict much longer before they
between East and West entered East Pakistan, for the
Pakistan was purely an matter could have been solved
internal conflict, and that through peaceful means, not
India had no more right to through direct confrontation "
enter than any country would
Kahn also said that if the
United States applied
pressure against either one of
the sides,
rather than

This is a recording....
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter

by the Bank of Wood County
who sponsors the commercial
messages heard at the
If you've ever called the beginning of each call.
time and temperature number
you've probably wondered
THE
RECORDING
who
answers the phone all machine
receives
the
day ,.. and all night.
temperature reading from a
If you thought the phone thermometer 20 to 30 feet
company has someone locked above the roof of the building
away in a little room, you're This assures an accurate
wrong
reading. Ryland explained.
The deep, resonant time and
The reading from the
temperature voice is actually thermometer runs by means
a recording
of a coaxial cable to the
It's played on a special machine
The temperature
machine located in between indicator on the machine
the rows of circuitry in the drops a record needle into the
General Telephone Company corresponding
temperature
recording.
of Ohio office.
Robert
Ryland.
district
An individual cut has been
commercial manager, said recorded
for
every
the gadget is owned by the temperature from -40 F to 120
telephone company and rented F. Ryland said.

THE BROTHERS OF

He said that a cut for each
minute of the day was
recorded on ;i cylinder that
runs continuously
The entire recordingcommercial, time recording
and temperature recordinglasts 10 seconds
It is played six limes in one
minute
Then the time
recording is twitched lo Ihe
next minute
Ryland said the lime is
accurate within .10 seconds of
the Bureau of Standards in
Chicago
CALLS TO TIME and
temperature are channeled
through four lines However,
the number, 352-1512. is
swamped on exceptionally
cold and hot days. Ryland
said

"Sometimes it's just
impossible to get through." he
said "It averages 2.500 calls
per day."
Ryland said a counter on the
machine keeps an exact
number of all calls received.
Since installation of the
service in 1964. it's received
over five million calls.
"It's
funny
because
everyone seems to connect
telephone
time
and
temperature with the time
and temperature signs on the
bank." he said
"Actually the two are
separate systems. They never
agree because the bank's
thermometer is located much
closer to the street and
buildings than ours, and this
tends
to
raise
the
temperature," Ryland said.

remaining in neutrality, "the
problem would be solved
tomorrow".
HE SAID
the pressure
the United States could bring
to bear would be too great for
the other side and its
supporting "Big Power" to
withstand
Kahn said he talked to
several officers of the West
Pakistani military force last
summer and learned of the
Bangla Desh
movement's
origin in India. He also was
told the Indian forces had
been building up their troops
along the East Pakistan
border a long time before the
West Pakistan army began
taking action there
"Somehow or another
enough East Pakistanis were
swayed by outside influence to
divide the united country of
Pakistan." said Kahn. "I
don't know exactly who they
are. but they consist of just a
handful of Pakistanis "
Kahn dispelled the notion
that
West
Pakistan
intentionally has built up an
army of Westerners only, by
saying the people of Punjab, a
province in West Pakistan,
had been historically known to
be militarily strong.
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Incense
Belts
Purses

%
\

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone 352-6782, 352-5167 or 352-5166

904 E. WOOSTER

S r\M. - 1 A.M. Dally — 7 A.M. fri. 1 Sal.
SIZiS

11.10

Ch.i
Any

Ham

1.30

Any

ltem>

ISO

t.70
2.00

2.SO

It iMft
*2.90
3 40

2.70

S.90

S.10

430

II iMh
$1.40

14 l-.K

1.90

Iterm

1.70
190

ISO
7 60

ISO

410

Ixtra Chaaaa
IIUU

.It

.20

2S

IS

Any
D.lux
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IN ORDER TO EXPAND ITS
EDUCATIONAL AND PRODUCTION PROGRAMS

Phillip Morton
Contemporary Jewelry

• Or..- >.■*•.!

• Oaiwn

16 oz. bottles of:
Pepsi — Dr. Pepper

WILL MOVE ON
JAN. 1st.

<S.W. CORNER OF BOWLING GREEN CITY PARK)

On Thursdoy Nights
all you can eat

PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE AND NO METERS

Hours Will Still Re 9 A.M. 5 P.M.

$

1.69

Chicken

THE BIG 3
• Spaghetti

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the lag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
Is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in Ihe yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Fish

THE WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER
Will soon oiler evening courses fo Ihe Bowling
Green Community and to University Students.

Keepaake1
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

Contemporary Jewelry
Off-loom Weaving
Leatherwork and Braiding
Macrame'
Beginning Sculpture
Beginning Water Color
If you at. interested in taking one of these ten-week evening courses, please lill out and mat Ihe coupon below

Mwvwnit®B9BW&w<iBrazwBnai'Mi'ai m a

*

««•. Ir»~ 1100 to .10 000

f— ——~

Order one meal and when you want more,
you can go to our buffet table and get
ANYTHING YOU WANT FOR SECONDS!

The Working Hand Craft Center
513 Conneaut Avenue
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

Tr*d« Me• Kef A H. •anoC>

—-—

/ woulcf be interested in taking an evening touts, in

j HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING j
full color folder a"d 44 pq

Conlampofdry Jawalry
Off-loom Weaving

del loot gift otftr «ll for o»ly IV

Leatherwork and Braiding
Macrama'
Beginning Sculpture

*
*

rtl - Maifti - Burton - Acuthnet
Fault!*.. - Hogan - AM-Sla.

Pm

Japenese Lanterns

Ofm GOOD UNTIL DfC IS

FREE Delivery

Give Golfing
Gifts For
Christmas

Seat* lathy - Meaerist Ha*
DecIS Mian S»a>

Posters

/and Many Others

*

&

beaded curtains

I list fmh Dough

-"•ja-ja-jff.

•dubs and Club Sets
• Bolls (Three-packs and Dozen*)
• Bagt (Large, Medium & Sunday)
• Head Covers (Knit & Leather)
• Novelties, Sweaters, Shirts, Hatt,

ON ANY ONE ITEM
WITH THIS COUPON

«J A

Rings

Bowling Graen Ohio

They're mixing th«m up for
Hungry People... at Howard Johnson's

DOMINOS
352-5221

%
%
%
%
*
*
%
%
%
%

25% OFF!

TO THE WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER, 515 CONNEAUT AVE.

7 9

BGSU
PRO SHOP
SALE

-"■*"* 3*f

Earrings

INVITE ALL INTERESTED
MEN TO RELAX BEFORE
FINALS MEETING
THE BROTHERS & DEBS.
WED, DEC. 8th

X

203 N. Moin

■ SALE
dec 6 dec 11 only
20°. OFF all silver plated goblets
Fiom Spain
wine, champagne,
I hquei. brandy martini.
| water goblets

DELTA UPSILON

He alto said that claims of himself an American first,
economic
discrimination and not an Ohioan."
against the East are not all
Kahn added, "I can consider
that true either, as 60 per cent the Indian activities nothing
of all foreign income in but aggression. The Indians
Pakistan went to the East. strung along with both the
This is in approximate United States and Russia as
proportion to population far as foreign aid was
distribution.
concerned, and now do not
need the United States any
KAHN EMPHASIZED that longer
he deplores the whole
"It has a strong friend in
situation in Pakistan since he Russia, which of itself is only
does not consider any type of looking for another buffer
war good Be thinks it most state (East Pakistani along
important to first feed the its borders."
people and build up the
Kahn expressed hopes that
economies of these nations.
the Indians would not "further
IV said also, however, that their aggression" into West
he considers himself a Pakistan if and when they
Pakistani first, not from the succeed in establishing "a
West or the East, "just as an government similar to their
American here considers own" in East Pakistan.

*

1

ttoa't forget we still have
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Beginning Water Color

Bowling Green,
HOWARD

Jownson$

j KIE'SAKE DIAMOND RINGS.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Fees altered at branch
The

University

Board

of

Trustees has announced a tee
increase

effective

Winter

quarter will be $225.
Part-time students will be
charged at the rate of $26.25

programs

will bring this charge in line

expenses

with the main campus rate.

fees at the main campus have

funded

by

general

per

enrolled for eight credit hours

The reduction In the general

fees at the Flrelands campus

will be charged $210 and the

fee reflects the need in pre-

i full $225 rate will begin at nine

vious years to utilise general

credit hours and continue to 18

fees to pay instructional costs,

have been raised to $250 with

hours.

according

instructional fees at $200 and

Flrelands
Increase

fee

students

from

for
will

$150 to

$200

Overall

from
fees

$50

for

to

the

not reached full development

to

a

at Flrelands.

Fees at

Firelands

spokesman.
remained at $200 for the last

$25.

winter

two

academic

years.

The

students who enroll for oneIn

addition,

he

various

auxiliary

student

services

medical,

GIVE A DAMN.
USE A CONDOM.

the main campus

general fees at $50. Firelands

Flrelands campus fees have

However, the general fee will
decrease

Students

and other similar

the Instructional and general

instructional

hour.

Increase In Instructional fees

quarter, 1971. which will alter

The

credit

Caff. '71 Gcal Ftauin Corp.

said,

the

half or more of their credit

services,

hours in the extension division

(such

placement

counselingl,

large

as

(junior, senior and graduate

and

courses) will be billed at this

athletic

main campus rate.

dec 6dec

-''on'y

SALE

I

20% off - all merchandise from
Persia — jewelry - flower vases
candle holders - jewelry boxes

Tikt tht worry Mt if in. aa*J yM'll nfrr II ttw ■«••
Makinjr love i- (rnl And if you really five a damn about both your
liven
you'll wan! to protect her against arrtriental pregnancy By
iMing a man'* < onlrareptive that'* been iteaifned not only with prolection in mind, but with pleaiure aa well. For today's new rondoma
are eiquiaitely senmlive, while atill providing the aame dependable
protection the condom haa alwaya been notad tor'.

ACROSS
1 TV (ralurra.
7 Candies.
13 The great
Leonardo.
14 Floater.
16 Voter.
17 Small pitcher.
18 Chocolate
19 Laarene. —.
actor.
21 French city In
the Pyrenees.
JJ Canyon month.
In the

Southwell.

44
46
47
48
SO
51
52
54
55
S7
59
60
61
62

24
25
26
28
29

Diekena boy.
Out of data.
More forward.
Bailee.
In Ihe back.
Common verb.
Hollywood.
Igniled.
Teat by a chemical process.
Liquid need in
dyet.
Large homea.
Afternoon show.
Misanthrope!.
Weart away.

Growing ont.
Sloping pauage.
Mock.
Antelope.
Bring into
being.
30 Actor Borgnine.
32 Caille builders.

1 Soutbweat coaat
ot India.
2 Spread •wlftly
throughout.
3 Old

34 Metallic
element.

6 Begetting.

DOWN

43 SubalantWea.

Boheme."
40 Light, tarred
rope.
41 Two who loved
Launcelol.'
42 Creditor.
4S
Defarge.
48 Carpenter*! box.
49 Relative of
radar.
52 Final outcome.
53 Thread: Comb,
form.
56 "Brother __"
58 Top.

4 Preposition.
5 French achool.
7 Silent.
8 Be in accord.
9 Arch support.

36 Person ol letting
fame.
39 Looked suggestively.

13 Argument.
15 Bnreu forth.
20 Wanton deetruetl.u.
23 Wind flower.
25 Sit. again.
27 Deipota.
29 Headquartera.
31 Explosive.
33 Electric
35 Deeeribing r»
tain railroad
crossings.
36 Natnral.
37 Style ot architeetnra.
38 Role in "La

10 Creek letter.
11 Act wildly.
12 Type of vessel.

And now many of the best brands of condoms are available by mail
from I'opulation Planning Associate*, and delivered to you in a
plain package to protect your privacy
Send for our free illuslrafed brochure describing the wiciV selection
of condoms »e offer Su. h as the |topular Tro)an The extra thin
PlttM Tht pre shaped Tonture The Koin I'ack. packaged in handy
gold foil "coin*
Ami many mow All tlgctranlcally tested to meet
rigorous FDA spe> id' slions

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS
OFFER!

j Popylition Plinmni Anaciitei
105 North Calumiii
I Chiail Mill, MX. 2T314

ANSWH TO MEVI0US WHIE

-^-9 doily

Congratulations to the new officers
of Alpha Xi Delta

I Gentlemen: Pleise tend me
Christmas Gift Samplers at $5
| each, plus 50C postage and hanrjline
I enclose
lo cowr cosl
I 1 undeisland that you will refund my
I money "> full d I am not delighted
I '. ) free illustrated brochure only

Make Oi i 1st mas memei this year
with our unique Christmas
sampler containing 13 aaaorled
random* in a cnlil foil box
trimmed with a bright red ami
gold lip Contain* i|iiarli*r dozen
packet! «l the 4 brands mcniiond
above
plus- one 1'resl Skin,
maile nl su|>er sensitive animal
I ,.d<1rf\l.
membrane Koi each sampler,
plus our brochure, send juat Sfi
plus 'JK iMMume anil handling i city
All orders filled the umr clay re• eiverl anil ahippeil lira! class l,r.
Money bark if not delighted'

.

CLaSSIFIED

Pies. - Debby Cook
V. Pros.-Jill DuPont
Treas. - Cindy Baudistel

l

Recording Sec - Mary Kennedy
Corresponding Sec. - Nancy Kerrigan
.Tiii-

R

Social Chairman - Deb Richards
Rush Chairman - Jan Reed

243

Sludenleleclions,9amS 30 pm. Men's gym

Pledge Trainer - Jenni Robbins
Assl Pledge Trainer Robin Redett
Pan Hel - Cindy Rowlett
House Chairman - Cindy Dudte

a

ALL AREA STUDENTS

]

Wednesday Dee. 1,1*71
Student flections, 9 am 5 30 pm. Men'sgym

Frances Burnel pianist, a IS pm Recital Hall, School of
MuskTeareeay Dee.», 1971

Chess Club. 9 ..mi pm, 211 Moaeley I'all
Falcon basketball. 7 30 pm
pm

ATO Llllle Sis-Thanks for a
fun PJ parly, all the Brothers

Faculty 4. Staff-Ihe ultimate
in living Rock Lodge Manor
850 Sixth SI 353-5*91 or 3527177

l.ynnrr-congrals lo new ct>
captain for Falconelles Get
high for next quarter' PI'l
love. N R

M or F roommate for win
& or spr qlr Ph 352-5332

Freshman basketball. 5 30

SiadayDecll.ini

UCF Worship Services.
Fellowship Cenler
MWOMSU

I

4

pm

United

Chrtsllan
Congratulations Leonard on
losing your virginity Your
Brothers

_."*-»
Christian Science Organziation Prout Chapel. 10 am

NOW

Eva. 7:15. 9.30

Mary Barb got lour gold
now-new
lellers-we're happy tor you Available
and your lavahermate-KD Recreation & Party roomparties-receptions-meetings
■Man
r kitchen
facilities 1
(pool!
ATO-LHtle sis. just a litlle phone 352-0715 or 352-9371

Liberation Politick. United Christian Fellowship Cenler. 6
pm

Lutheran Student Worship. 1124.10 30 am

AND HOST

Sat. & Sun. 2. 3 4b, b 30. 7:15. 9:30

Monday. Dec. N, 1971
Bowling Green Rugby Club. 9 am. Princeton side ol
Cleveland Arena, harassment of Princeton in hockey
game against B G will be in order

Thanks Liltlr Sis s for a
"brighter" Xmas You are Ihe
best trimmings around The
brothers of Phi Kappa Psl
FRATERSTPE PPANTOM
TEKE IS COMING'
Gel high girls for Ihe 2nd
AACOC Party al Ihe Rock
Santa

BOOKS...

LOST AND FOUND
Found-Green contact lens on
the bottom of the Nalatonum
pool. Call Todd 2-149*

Top Wholesale
Prices For
Drops

Lost-Pear! ring in vicinity of
third
floor Union
Great
sentimental value Reward
i Call 2-5970
Reward for reluming my
father's 50 year old gold
pocket watch taken from my
office on Monday It is of
great sentimental value to
me NO QUESTIONS ASKED
Doug Dave 233 Williams Pall
RIDES
Ride available lo Warren. O
area Dec IS. 4 00 Call Nancy
352 5879

MM

Pleasant,

responsible

coed

wanted as companion (or
lively, elderly lady Private
room with bath and board plus
small salary Call 474-5*42
collect

MUSIC

Ride needed lo Chicago Dec
14-352-0093

by GIL MELIE Wnttgn by JAMES R.WEBB

Based on the characier created by JOHN BALI

Produced by WAI1 (R MIRISCH

[GpTZHsrc'^] OWOXI^DONMEDFORO COIOR Unrrad
•
Artists
NOW - Eva. 7:30. 9 30 - Sat. & Saa.-2. 3:40. b 30, 7:30. 9:31

I way ride available Dec 26
east coast. Fla Sandy 352-4110
Riders wanted lo Arkansas
Leaving Dec 15 Call 352-28*2
Ride needed back from
Florida Bel Dec 27-30 Call
Terry at 372-2*7* bet 10-3.

"THE BEST FAVOR I CAN
Ride needed lo Cincinnati,
either Friday or Saturday
Call Kim. 3-150*

00 IS URGE YOU TO
EXPERIENCE IT YOURSELF'
—Fan Hart. 1 V Da*, ftews

BILLY
JACK

Warn to share riders winter
quarter Irom Toledo 246-4762
Ride needed to and from
Western
New
York.
Christmas, call Marty 2-K97

HELP WANTED
Need a )ob? This newspaper
needs ad salesmen Stop into
104 U
I'all and see Phil
SUckney or Vaughn Rockhold

wTOM LAUGHLIN • DELORES TAYLOR

\amttu#*zzsz.'s~ lQPI-=g.«»l

Th, brol„,rs of Phi Kappa Psi
new Li I Sis s Pally
Beckstead.
Bev
Krupa.

we|come

Lynette Music. Kathy Rhenish
and Judy Sargeant

Former Peace Corp or Vlsla
Volunteer needed for parltime
campus rep job at BGSU
Send
resume to Action.
Federal
Bldg
Lafayetle.
Detroit. Mich 4*226

Maryann-Pappy 21sl-your "3"
roomies

Any student who will be a
sophomore or above nexl fall
interested in Interning in an
agency of Peallh. Education it
Welfare. Washington, should
send
a
resume listing
interests major, etc lo the
Office
of
Experimental
Studies

278-1253

PERSONALS

BARBARA McNAIR GERALDs.O-LOUGHUN

1968 Toyola e« cond call 3722271 ex
1* between 8 4 30
weekdays

You've
finallv
made
H
through Pell Week • congratulations to our new
neophytes-]ust don't lei u go
to your heads The Brothers of
Sigma Nu

rm&i
am ntn

1947 Austin Pesly JOOO ex
cond
ph
472-1079 Toledo,
Ohio

reminder lo lei you know the
Brothers appreciate you

Saturday Dee. 19,1*71

SUN0AY • OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADUITS SI 00

Suzanne you found your way
into
ihe
lion's
den
Congratulations it
Merry
Christmas l..vl. Lil

abiefor2or3 Reasonable 35470 VW Bug eicellenl condition I16M or besl offer 352
7304 or 372-2911

Lutheran Student Coffeehour. 3-5 pm Faculty Lounge.
Union

ID'S REQUIRED

IT PILES UP
FASTER
WHEN YOU
SELL US YOUR

ATO Llllle sis-get high for a
surprise

Women's (enter open house. 4-6 pm. 315 K Student
Services Bldg

A special thanks to our past of Hears
for a job well done!

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE

from Santa
Best luck on
finals and a Merry Christmas
lo all our sisters

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Needed
banjo teacher
icheapi call Kalhy 2-5*25

FOR. SALE OR RENT
Irish Seller
pups AKC
champion background, phone

Portable Zenith 2-spcaker
stereo. 2 yrs old. besl offerYashica
Ataron
Unlramimature
camera,
never used, besl offer-call 3529111
Leather coal,
electric guitar
3529164

suede coat,
Call George

Only 85 Call 371-3*30
Thinker's Toys. The beat In
educational toys (or children
and unique adult games 421
E Wooster 352-914*

Female kitchen help wanted
student week in ATO house in
return for board waster quarter, inquire 372 373* 12 094*8.

BEYOND TPE ORDINARY
exquisite hand woven place
mats, m linen 8* each Aa
uausual
Christmas
gift
PP1LIP
MORTON
CONTEMPORARY
JEWELRY 111 W Wooster
353-9*32 Open 93

You can tan H4V||M* per
■noatk and mot* ha your spar*
lane For Ml. call 3US464

Congrsls to PAT and ROB on
their prt ingstsment' THE
PPtS
KDs

PLACE TO LIVE-CI'ERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352-937* or
352 7324

Furnished one bedroom apt
1100 month includes utilities
352 7650 before 11 pm
PLACE TO LIVK-4'PERRY
PILL V1LLAGES52-9S78 or
352-7324
Apartment lo sublet winter i
spring 4-man. Near campus 2
bedroom Call 352-6456
2 man eff apt available 2nd
qlr 354 3473 after 3 pm

skirted, shed, awning and
antenna Included 20 mm from
campus, besl offer 833-3*52
Lackey
Leather coat,
electric guitar
352*144

suede coat,
Call George

F salt: (rl's 5-spted bke (45
or beat offer
Stereo phono, albums for sale
Call 354-14*3. ask lor Jim
Mwox B subrniaaturc camera
with flash can i. ckaki
Worth over C30 will selI for
175 or beat oiler call 363 4375
Leather coat,
sMctrsc n'tar

sawde carl.
Call George.

Female
roommate needed
immediately Close to campus
MO per month Call Alice 3527184
PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
HILL VILLAGE 352937* or
352-7324
Soul sister needed lo share
apt
Rent *M per monlhfurmshed apt Call Sandy 3522742
Needed 1 female share apt
winter it spring 9*5 mo No
Deposit 352 73*7
I M roommate needed for
house call 352 34*2
PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352-937* or
352-7324
4 girl apl needs I roommate
•65 mo Free deposit 352-910*
I room guest cottage on
estate.
South
Perryburg
area For single grad student
or (acuity $90/mo 531-1687
1 female roommate needed
for winter ql December rent
FREE call 352-0*59

Need I male rmate NOW call
352-6172

PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352 9*79 or
352-7324

PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352 937* or
352-7324

Efficiency 1 person, turn, air
cond. quiet, near campus 995353-*0*5

Needed 1 M roommate In apt
already established compl
(urn utilities paid 853 month
.152 62*8 ask (or Curl

Wanted' 1 M rm wts 4-man
fum 855 mo 352-0574

Students 2
bdrm.
2
bath
w sell cleaning kitchen (40
Slllh St 353-5*91 or 352-7177
Fm rmt own room in house 1
blk from campus 352-0943
PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352-9378 or
352-7324
Needed one female roommate to share apl winter and
spring quarter I '■ block from
.amps 850 a mo Carol 3510638

Must sell-used Leslie speaker.
Travnor amp. Doric organ
Call Carol 352-5727

For those difficult lo buy-lor
persons on your Christmas
list, give a donation to Crisis Panasonic 8-lrack player and
Phone IN TPE1R NAME
turntable 6 months old besl
We'll send them a Christmas oiler 372-3555
card acknowledging your gift
and expressing gratitude to Sound amp 2 - 12m Lansings
both ot you for helping us pro- 125 watta 352-2412
vide information, counseling
or emergency aid lo someone Student must sell furniture
reaching out for help
immediately call 352-5702-305
University Cts
Call now (or travel reservalions I'oliday Travel 35219*1 Liberty mobile home
(547
10x55 2 bdrm. turn, on lot.
Bicycle storage for winter

Male
roommate
needed.
Stadium View your own bedroom 352-0041

2 bdrm unfurn apt at 730 111
St., 2 blocks from campus,
stove, refrlg . disposal, drapes
included For married couple
or 2 grad
students
No
children, no pets. 1150 mo
available Jan I. 1972 The
Charles Apts 362-529*

Two man room for rent-two
males 8150 per quarter per
person 220 Pike A ve

Needed 2 male roommates to
sub until June $60 mo (urn
Ml 5th St 352 506*
Want F
rmle wnt. qtx.
reduced rent Ellen 351-0177
PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE-352-4378 or
352-7324
2 F winter It spring qtrs
Cheap' J5MM1
2 man apt For rent Call 353

9451 alter J 30
NEEDED
immediately I f rmate
TOTAL renl 346 6*353-9541
I'uge new apt needs 4 girls 2nd
it 3rd qlr Close to campus
3524174

Falcon Square Apti FREE
RENT, call after 5 pm MonFri 352-5*34

Rooms
for
college
girls
kitchen privileges call 354-4612

PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 351-937* or

Male roommate wanted 3^man
apt. * month lease call 351

3527324

*»>

I and 2 bdrm apis, fum and
unfum Call Pendleton Really
al 353-1*41. alter S-call aW-

Male roommate wanted 3-man
apl 9 month least call 352
5(31

58*1

STADIUM VIEW APTS
apt ItaOoufhSI.
Stadium View has sumptuous
quietness in
totally
restful
Wanted two male roommates surroundings and the keynote :
lo share two bedroom house to living Oar suites are handAcross from fraternity row. some and large, featuring
wood paneled walls in use
Phone 3514*40 tor more info
llvasg room Urge family
Male roommate needed for stand kitchens, sliding glass
Fm
needed for fine
PLEASE call 351-17*1

and
Ntar doors to terrace*,
immaculate
maintenance
Msasgwd by on* of the conalargest
management
Fm r-maw needs, waster Iry's
companies Swimming pool.
qu Phone 351-**91 alter 1
perfectly marvelous party
PLACE TO LIVE-CPERRY ■nan and a snperlaUve locaHtLL VILLAGE 351947* or tion, all assure you of many
happy years 2 aaxl 3 btdroacnt
352 7314
from8ias
Winter
(t
Spring
campus call 352-645*

Fsn. apt kt arreatt home STTOENTS W9XCOnfE
close u> camps* «spirant
..trance Frta) *s**Ja«. *ak>

|
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Purdue, BG to hook up in grid opener
For the first time in its 54year football history Bowling
Green will meet a team from
the Big Ten Conference with
the announcement yesterday
that the Falcons will meet
Purdue as the opening game
for both teams next season.
In
making
the
announcement.
athletic
directors George King.
Purdue, and Dick Young.
Bowling Green, indicated the
two teams will meet Sept 16
Ross Ade Stadium (69.250) in
Lafayette. Ind It will be
Purdue's llth game and
Bowling Green's 10th
Purdue has met MidAmerican Conference
opponents 10 times since 1933
with nine wins coming against
Miami (0.) (5-1) and Ohio
University (4-0)
Bowling

Green will be meeting its first Otis Armstrong and BG junior
Big Ten opponent as the Paul Miles Armstrong has
Falcons continue to improve gained 1.954 yards rushing in
their schedule since becoming two varsity seasons while
a major-college team in 1961
Miles ranked 10th in the nation
this fall with 1.185 yards.
THE BOILERMAKERS
Miles will lead a Bowling
return 15 starters from their Green team returning 17
3-7 squad of last season and starters from the 1971 squad
expect to be contenders for which finished second to
the Big Ten Championship Toledo in the MAC and
Coach Bob DeMoss will build complied a 6-4 record with
his team around the Big Ten's
sophomores playing on the
leading returnees in passing first or second team at 20 of 22
(QB Gary Danielson). positions.
receiving (Rick Savers), punt
"I couldn't be happier about
returns (Chuck Piebesi and
kickoff returns (Otis having the opportunity for our
football team to play
Armstrong)
Purdue.'
said Young in
The game will match two of making the announcement
the nation's finest allAmerican candidates at
•PURDUE IS THE
running back in Purdue senior cornerstone of a football

scheduling pattern for opportunity right away
Bowling Green in which we instead of having to wait for 10
want to play one big game a years from now." he
season with a nationally continued
prominent team. It's just
"Naturally, 1 was very
great that we have this surprised when George I King)

TU gets UM in'78
TOLEDO (API- The
University of Toledo has
cracked the Big 10 football
schedule for the first time in
the sport's modern history. A
game with the University of
Minnesota has been set for
Sept 16.1978
"We look upon this as a
significant breakthrough in
our attempts to upgrade our

non-conference schedule."
Toledo athletic director Vern
Smith said
Toledo is Mid-American
Conference champion for the
third straight year and has the
country's longest winning
streak in modern college
history with 34 games.
It has a 49-5-1 record over
the past five years

Miles most valuable gridder
Paul Miles, an uanimous
Mid-American Conference
first-team selection as a
sophomore and one of the
nation's leading rushers during the 1971 season, was
named Bowling Green's most
valuable football player last
night at the team dinner
The 190-pound tailback from
. Paulding ran for 1.185 yards in
10 games to pace Bowling
Green to a second place finish
in the MAC and a 6-4 overall
record despite the presence of

25 sophomores on the twodeep rosier
Coach Don Nehlen also
announced that the team had
selected Bill Montrie. 180pound junior defensive end
from Toledo (Central) and
Bill Pittman. 162-pound wingback from Struthers, as
captains-elect for the 1972 season

cient durm g the season
the outstanding lineman,
Senior center Dennis senior fullback Jerry Fields of
Maupin of Bexley was named Youngstown (South) was the

Nehlen presented the annual
"Coach's Award" to Piltnian
•s "the player who through
his effort* is Ihe most deserving of special recognition."
DON PLUSQUELLIC
(Akron Kenmorei. I..in.in
Meador iBcllevuci and Fields
received captain awards for
the 1971 season

THE FALCON coaching
staff also presented awards to
four players rated most effi-

Words eye view

McGuire likes
Falcons' chances
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor

*

in the game until the final ten
minutes when they could
score only seven points.

MILWAUKEE- After the
"BG is completely misMarquette-BG game Saturday
night you would have thought matched in the first two
that Marquette lost after games, but it didn't faze them
at all." commented McGuire.
talking to coach Al McGuire.
It's a credit to his ability the
McGuire was down on his way they play."
team and in the same breath,
Haley induced before the
high on Bowling Green's
season started that the first
coach Pat Haley
two games of the year would
"I can't see how we are so be a learning process and the
high in the ratings We lost too Falcons learned that although
many kids and we are not in they may be short on ability or
condition." said McGuire. height or anything else they
"We must have more condi- still can play the game of
tioning: they came right at us basketball.
and they shot real well "
IT SEEMS TO this writer
MCGUIRE THEN had some that the Falcons would probwords of caution for the ably go out onto the floor and
Bowling Green administra- play a team with eight players
tion. "If they (the on it if Haley asked them too.
administration) have It also seems that the players
patience, they've got a real have the utmost respect for
thoroughbred for a coach."
the man and would do almost
Those are big words indeed anything he asked of them.
coming from the man that was
Time will tell what wi
coach of the year last season happen in the rest of the seaaccording to Associated son but it looks now as if the
Press. United Press Interna- Falcons could be the surprise
tional and two other polls.
of the league in basketball as
they were in football
BUT MAYBE Haley McGuire had a few words
deserves them after his team about the league race "That
played against the Warriors conference had better watch
They were completely out- out. I don't think that they can
classed according to the stats beat Miami or Ohio but they
before the game but when the will surprise a few people
tip-off came the Falcons were along the way."

Paul Miles ... gains top honor

B'H'U'Q'Q'H

THEATRE

Congratulations to John who lovts
Maty who admntt Pttf who wot
ships Sadat who lika igoi who aals
M

WISHING YOU THE
BEST DURING THE
HOLIDAY SEASON!

FOR GIRLS & GUYS
MON-SAT. 11:00-9:00
SUN. 12:00-6:00

STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
352-5392

LUM'S
Chicken Dinner
ALL YOU CAN EAT

TODAY ONLY
H you're over 21. try our net* drink

Strawberry Happening

Eve. at 7:20. 9:20 Sat at 4:20, 5:45, 7:30. 9:30

Keep your eyes on w hut she cannot see

EVMJL,
TOO•*'(»<* fO»W« U(H.GfCMa.c*«N] {QQ

Sun. at

4:10.5:40.7:30,9:30 Eve. at7:20.9:20

Yours Is a busy life . i. with
home and family
. so litll*
time to discuss imporlant
things. . like birth control.
Now. you have a new freedom
like many couples, you can
find satisfaction, the protec'
tion you want, and an added
convenience with Emko Pre Fil
Contraceptive Foam
P-e Til is highly effective Emho
Fn.im with a new applicator. .

m« rVimati FaWO-voraMMHiu

one that you can till up to a
*pfk m advance and it's ready
for immediate use A new tree
dom from last minute prepara
tton
from concern about twig protected Ri".ommended
h» p'-ysicians . . nothing else
'S needed
no prescription

FEDERICO
COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

FELLINI

PRESIDENTIAL
PRE-FIL

t

LARGEST SELECTION of
PANTS & TOPS
IN TOWN

WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

-Arena* Wmsftrt
Ntm Y0*h POSI

MS S MAIN
353 7675
11 12 Men Sat.: 118 Sun.

find
anew
freedom

\M@t PJWJi

$1.00

"Not to be
missed!"

Something
Different

Freshman coach Dale
Strahm recognized David
Turner and O'Brovac (both of
Canton McKinleyl as his
team's outstanding offensive
linemen, Dominic Sisi
(Parma Valley Forge I as (he
outstanding back. Doug Good
(Toledo Whilmer) as the outstanding defensive back and
Jim Macry (New Brighton I as
the outstanding defensive
lineman

"I'm extremely pleased also was enthused about
with having Purdue as our meeting Purdue on the
opening opponent It's a real gridiron: "This is a great
challenge to our young men accomplishment for Dick
However. I feel we have a Young and his staff A football
strong team coming back and opponent from the Big Ten
enough talent to give them a will give us exceptional
game." said Nehlen national visibility. Now all we
have to do is win over Purdue
Young also said Bowling
"With their addition to our
Green's scheduled game with schedule, we will be playing to get the 1972 season going."
Weber State Sept 16 would be the most ambitious schedule
With the additions of a Big
cancelled at the consent of ever attempted by a Bowling Ten school, Bowling Green
both universities.
Green team. Besides our first has completed a series of
four games on the road, we scheduled football games
BOWLING GREEN football must also play in'Califomia at against teams from major
coach Don Nehlen was also San Diego State and in Florida conferences. The Falcons
pleased with the Falcon's new at Tampa It's just going to announced earlier this fall a
opponent for 1972 even though take a fantastic effort by our home game with Iowa State
BG will have to play its first squad." Nehlen said
from the Big Eight in 1977 and
four games on the road at
a three-game series with
Purdue. Miami, Western
BOWLING
GREEN Kentucky of the Southeastern
Michigan and Toledo.
President l!olhs A Moore Jr. Conference starting in 1979.

Every Thursday for BGSU
■nd High School Students (I.D. please)

SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY

Dial
Falcon
Hotline
372-BGSU

outstanding back, senior linebacker Rich Duelemeyer of
Parma (Senior) was the outstanding defensive back.

called me in October and
asked if we were still
available for an llth game in
1972 I had written to almost
every top school during the
last six months and I guess
they (Purdue) kept my letter
on file." said Young.

CLOWNS

-

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!

* Aqua (it). Olive ('2). Please do not cold
1. Buy a whole bunch of Flair pens. You
need black, red. blue. 0'een. brown,
I*"" unnumboied areas.
orange, yellow, pink, purple,grey,aqua &
3. Congratulations' You have created a
olive. (You need them anyway lor school.)
genuine full color poi trait of someone you
know and love. Ma\be. If lv is no! your
2. Now—color in Hip picture according lo
favorite presidential candidate, have pathese color guide numbers. Black (I). Red ,
tience. You'll see yout man soon in the
(21. Blue (3). Gieen (4). Brown (5). O'anoe
Flan Election Collection!
(6,. Yellow (7) Pink (8). Purple (9). Giey (10).

The Brothers Of Sigma Nu Fraternity
etle Compam PapeiMatO DmtiMi .

WP^BW

Pat* 10/Th. M N.w., Wwfrmoey. December i, If 71

Basketball
Sports
Special
as?*vy«,v
i^£1
M.
*%. J

Dec. 11
Dec. 14
Dec. 18
Dec 27-28
Jan 4
Jan. 8
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 26
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 8
Feb 12
Feb. 14
Feb. 16
Feb 19
Feb 23
Feb 26
Feb 28
Mar. 4

I" r^*.

^ * • >

Collage by Jack OtWH

SCHEDULE
Ball State
Cincinnati
St. Bonaventure
Detroit Tourney
Niagara
Ohio University
Miami University
Toledo University
Marshall University
Kent State
Western Michigan
Cleveland State
Miami University
Marshall University
Notre Dame
Western Michigan
Toledo University
Kent State
Loyola I Chicago I
Northern Illinois
Ohio University

Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

Newsphotot by Slav* Hanson

Ball State brings young club
to oppose promising Falcons
By Jack Carle
Sporli Editor
Coming off two impressive
road games, the Bowling
Green Falcons open their
home season this Saturday
against Ball State
The Falcons played good
games against both Dayton
and Marque tic and are looking
forward to playing on their
own floor

Assistant coach John Heft that beat the Dayton
has scouted the Cardinals freshman twice last year.
twice already this season and
The Cardinals are led by
will probably see them tonight 6'3" senior Jim Tegenold who
when they play Central will probably break Ball
Michigan
State's scoring record. He
needed only 10 points before
HEFT INDICATED that this season started
Ball State has a fairly young
ball club with eight men the
"He's a great all-around
main players, including four individual and we have to
sophomores. The sophomores worry about containing him,''
are part of a freshman team said Heft

Ball State's other scoring
threat is J'3" sophomore
Larry Bullington who was allIndiana in high school and led
the freshman in scoring last
year.
"If we can stop those two, it
will keep us in the ball game
and we beat them."
commented Heft.
The leading rebounder in
the first two Ball State games
has been 6'7" sophomore

Ex-Falcons tough test for freshmen
By Joe Hue (hid.
Sports Writer
With a season opening 84-72
victory over the University of
Dayton under its belt, (he
Bowling Green freshman
basketball team awaits
another "opener'' when they
host Bills of Fostoria

Stars

Saturday night in the Falcon
home opener at Anderson
Arena.
Bills of Fostoria brings a
very impressive team record
into Anderson Arena Saturday
night. Comprised mostly of
former Falcon cagers and
BG faculty members . Bills
has posted 62 wins in its last 63

outings.
Former Falcon great Jim
Penix spearheads the Bills
scoring attack I'enix. one of
the Falcons most prolific
scorers hit for 37 points in
Bills 97-93 victory over Marion
Correctional Institute
Saturday night.
FORMER FALCONS Bob

ToUnted froth Skip Howard (l.fl) and Cornelius Ca.h (44)
toko timo I* warm up for tho homo opener ogaimt Bills of
Fostoria. Mis, featuring sovorol formor Fokon standouts, have
won 42 of their last 63 games

Hill and Jim Connally along
with Dan Wildermuth. Fred
Farley and Derek Dickinson
and Cary Brewer also pace
the Bills attack.
"We must do a job on I'enix
if we are to do well."
commented coach Ivory
Suesberry regarding his
squad's chances Saturday
night "We must keep the ball
from him as he can hit from
anywhere We must also
prevent Bills from crashing
the boards on us and cut down
on our turnovers."
"One good thing about
Saturday's game is that Bills
will be without their best
player' John Heft." Suesberry
quipped. The Falcon assistant
coach will be out scouting that
night.
THE
FALCON
YEARUNGS are in fairly
good shape for Saturday
night's battle. Dick Selgo is
' now back to full strength after
a wrist injury which gives BG
added strength at the guard
spots.
The freshmen lineups will
be the same as before with
Jeff Montgomery and Selgo at
the guards. Bill Howard at
center and Ron Weber and
Cornelius Cash at the
forwards. Brent Moss. Dave
Duffy and Dave Turner will be
the sixth, seventh and eighth
men for the Falcons
respectively.

Chris Collins Heft indicated
that he is a consistent scorer
and is shooting 65 per cent
from the field. The other two
starters will probably be 6'3"
senior Steve Tucker and 6'7"
sophomore center Bill Clark.
Heft indicated the other
three players seeing a lot of
action are 6'5" sophomore Ed
Kednay. Ike Caudill a 67"
junior and Marty Miggcnburg
a 6'5" senior forward. Caudill
was a starter last season and
Miggenburg is the first
forward replacement.
"All eight players have good
size and pretty good
mobility," commented Heft.
"They all work pretty hard
because they are young and
are still trying to win a
starting spot," added Heft.
"THEY'RE A TYPICAL
Indiana ball club. They run
quite a bit and play average
defense." said Heft.
Heft indicated that Ball
Slate did take some time to
set up a patterned offense
with Bullington on the point
but for the most part they like
to run.
Going into the last minute of
the Indiana game the
Cardinals were only two
points down but then the
Hoosiers were able to pull
away to win.
"Our pattern should work
against them." said Heft. "I
think we can get out shots. A
lot depends on how they're
shooting the ball. Sometimes
they tend to force their
shots."
The Falcons will counter the
fast-breaking Ball State team
with their starting lineupof Le
Hcnson and Tom Scott at
forwards, either Brian
Scanlan or Jeff Booms at
center and Al Russ and Jeff
Lessig at guards.
Falcon coach Pat Haley
indicated that the first two
games of the season would be
a learning process and
Saturday wUI be the first
chance he has to see how
much his team has learned.

fevWHa|e^9 nTy eT"e*e*" »*^PrtweJ*l
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Falcon Tom Scott grimaces after getting a shot oH in BG's
opener against Dayton. The Falcons, 0-2 on the season, gel a
chance to break into the win column Saturday against a
young Ball State team out of Muncie, Ind.

Cagers in holiday tilts
While most of the Bowling
Green students are studying
for finals or enjoying the
Christmas season at home,
the Falcon basketball team
will be playing several top
name teams who had a
combined record of 82-75 last
season.
The first foe during finals
week is Cincinnati. The
Bearcats were 14-12 last
season and have Derrek
Dickey a 6'7" junior
reluming. Dickey plays either
center or forward and
averaged 18 points a game last
season.
Also returning are two other
starters from last season. 6'7"
Greg Jureisin and 6'2" guard
Dave Johnson. The Bearcats
are now playing an
independent schedule since
dropping out of the Missouri
Valley Conference.

They were 21-6 last season and
return three starters from
that team.
Paul Hoffman is the top
returnee. The 61" senior
guard averaged 15 points a
game last season. Other
starters are 6'5" Matt Gantt
(12pts. i and Carl Jackson (14
pts.l.
In the Motor City
Tournament BG opens against
the Stanford Indians of the
PAC-6 who were 6-20 overall
last year playing against the
top name teams in the west.
Stanford returns only two
starters with 6"5" guard
Claude Terry the leading
scorer with 20.9 points a game
last season. Bob Buell a 65"
forward who averaged six
points a game also returns-.
Other teams in the Tourney
are the University of Detroit
and Valparaiso. Detroit has
had their problems in the past
ANOTHER TOP NAME with player rebellions and the
independent, St. Bonaventure like but appear to be ready to
will also invade Anderson play basketball this season.
Arena over Christmas break.
The Bonnies are ranked
THE TITANS defeated BG
number 18 in the pre-season In a game last season and
picks of "Sports Illustrated" were 14-12 overall. Seven foot

center Gerald Smith who
averaged 11.7 points a game
last year leads the returnees
Other starters back are 6'3"
guard Frank Russell (15.7)
and Daryle Johnson, 6'7"
forward (10.2).
Valparaiso returns four I
starters from a team that was
13-13 last year This season
they lost to Notre Dame by
only ten points. Top player is I
6'8" center John WolfenbergJ
who averaged 14.8 points al
game. Lynn Seyfert (9.2),I
Dale Lesicki (8.6) and TomJ
Haeberle(9.1).
The final non-conference fo
before league play begins
Niagara. The Purple Eagle
are noted for producing Calvin'
Murphy but were only 14-12
last year.
They also have four starters
returning with Marshall)
Wingate a 6'4" senior forward
who averaged 19.6 points a
game last year. Niagara also
has a S'll" center who
averaged five points a game.
Ed Street (eight points) and
Al Williams (11.1) also are
returning starters.

